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Current approach to quantification

• Treat all particles as equally harmful per unit mass

• Quantify health impacts for PM2.5, NO2, O3 individually

• Possibly quantify effects of trace pollutants - toxic metals, PAHs and some 
other organics individually

• Combine estimates in some way to generate overall estimate of damage or 
benefit

– HRAPIE: up to 30% cut in NO2 mortality damage

– CAO3: Totals with and without NO2 used in the CBA (made no difference to 
conclusions from overall CBA) 

– Possible use of 2-pollutant models
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Ideal approach to improving air quality

• Target the sources known to cause most harm, recognising

– Differing levels of toxicity (etc.) of pollutants including different fractions 

of PM2.5

– Different composition of pollutants from each source

– Costs of targeting specific sources, specific pollutants and specific 

fractions of PM2.5

• Doing so would optimise the efficiency of pollution control strategies 

if based on reliable evidence
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Problems…

• Mass of PM2.5 does not account for:

– The toxicity of different components of PM

• Metals, organics, secondary inorganics…

– The toxicity of different size fractions of PM

• Addition of impacts across pollutants should account for covariance 

in pollutant exposure

– PM+NO2 likely to overestimate impact

– PM or NO2 likely to underestimate impact

– Results of 2-pollutant models are variable
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Example of 2-pollutant models

• ELAPSE study
– https://www.healtheffects.org/system/files/brunekreef-rr-208-report_0.pdf

– But results are variable between studies – other examples would 

show different levels of adjustment
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• Given that non-exhaust particles have a different composition (eg higher 

metal concentrations) and size distribution from those emitted in vehicle 

exhausts, they may have different toxicological properties and health 

consequences. 

• However…
– Toxicological studies suggest that tyre and brake wear particles have the potential to induce 

biological effects at higher concentrations, but it is unclear whether real world exposures are 

high enough for this to be of concern for health. 

– Epidemiological studies of health impacts are not consistent. 

– Several of the studies reviewed found no associations of health outcomes with non-exhaust 

particles, others did report significant associations but covered a considerable range of 

different health effects. 

– However, the likely strong correlation of non-exhaust particles with exhaust pollutants in 

ambient air makes it difficult to identify an independent effect of non-exhaust particles. 
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All COMEAP reports and statements available at:

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/comeap-reports

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/comeap-reports


ANSES report
https://www.anses.fr/fr/system/files/AIR2014SA0156RaEN.pdf
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ANSES report
https://www.anses.fr/fr/system/files/AIR2014SA0156RaEN.pdf
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• Update to 2015 COMEAP statement taking account of ANSES and USEPA 

and other sources

– Different sources and constituents of PM are associated with adverse health 
outcomes. 

– PM associated with combustion and road traffic received the most attention.

– Insufficient evidence to conclude that these sources of PM played a 
significantly greater role than other sources or constituents.

– The substantial body of recent evidence adds weight to the conclusion that 
different constituents are likely to have different toxicological actions, 

– But it does not consistently indicate specific components of PM that are more 
toxic than others.

– At present, PM2.5 remains the most suitable metric for evaluating the health 
impacts, and hence for regulating PM in the atmosphere.



Looking backwards, looking forwards

• Concerns about lack of account for variation in harm across the mix of 

different types of PM raised at least 30 years ago, have yet to be resolved

• Evidence of harm from different fractions has grown, but still…

• PM2.5 remains the most suitable metric for evaluating the health impacts, and 

hence for regulating PM in the atmosphere.

• Important questions:

– What needs to be done to generate sufficient experimental evidence to support 

separate treatment of different fractions?

– How long would that take, and what would the pollution climate be by that time 

(recognising increasing air pollution controls, electrification, etc.)?

• Suggestions

– Define precise policy questions where current tools are seriously deficient

– More work on 2-pollutant models to try to resolve the PM-NO2 overlap

– Review of pollutant mixes from different sources by toxicologists and others to 

highlight those that they consider most problematic, accounting for both primary 

and secondary pollutants
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